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The words I speak here are of an amateur interested 
in Architecture, who wishes to connect with people, 
and hopes they will connect with others, by living on 
our newly freed earth together, in the spirit oflive and 
let live. 

I have come to this semiriar as a self-conscious 
romantic, with the nostalgia of previous visits, during 
one of which I toured the whole landscape of 
Bangladesh, by motorcar, in ferry boats across the 
waterways, in carts drawn by bullock. 

The total impression I carried away always is a feeling, 
sometimes a vivid emotion, crystallised into a mood, 
that Bangladesh is a paradise lost - which could be 
a paradise regained, by its people, if they connect 
with each other and share the fruits of its verdant 
earth, its flowing waters, its sunwashed air. 

Maybe my nostalgia is coloured by the glimpses of 
Bengal life, which the poet Rabindra Nath Tagore 
gave us in his letters to friends, when he lived by the 
Padma River, in Kushtia district, in the middle years 
of his life. I can never forget the freshness of this earth, 
the greens (parrot bosom green, dense grove green, 
tender bushgreen, the dew spangled grass green), the 
sheen of its rivers under the sun's glare, the hia! hia! 
of the fishermen. I have vivid memories of the palaces, 
the mosques and the forts of Gaur, built in the 13th 
century, of which the magnificient ruins still survive 
to show that some of the most highly talented 
craftsmen were there before Michaelangelo 

I cannot forget the thatched hut villagers, clustered 
together, constructed by the villagers themselves, in 
seemingly designless designs, but with adequate care 
to avoid wind erosion, soil erosion and the heavy rain. 
I have the recollection, of those settlements, built 
mostly on slopes, below bamboo groves to shelter the 
houses, following the contours of the land, near 
enough to the elixir of life, water, and fairly self suffi
cient from the paddy harvest, the vegetables, the fruits 
of the groves, and the fish from the nearby waters, and 
the jute for commercial crop. 
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In Tagore's days the Bangladesh peasants were 
tenants of the feudal gentry and the landlords helped 
to build the houses. 

After political freedom, the folk themselves and their 
chosen representatives, had the reponsibility to look 
after themselves. 

A search for a new socio-political order has come, at 
a time when the affluent world of the west, which has 
so far set standards for development, itself faces a 
deep crisis of pollution and even death, through the 
rapid advance of industries of the consumer goods 
civilisation. 

The ecology of the dominantly rural world of Asia 
and Africa is threatened by the inevitable urge of the 
newly freed peoples to mechanise agriculture. 

Nature, which has been beneficient, sometimes be
comes a devastating destroyer, through cyclones, 
floods and earthquakes. 

The folk here have themselves been the victims of a 
devastating war, when the will to live was rescued 
from genocide, with tremendous sacrifices. 

How, then, are they to survive in the future, 
threatened by the fear of nuclear death which faces 
men and women everywhere? 

Are they to become part of the machine life, which will 
bring more demands for luxury goods, or are they to 
live as parts of nature, growing the fruits of the earth 
and rescuing a modicum of happiness from a spread
ing destructive civilisation? Are they to live in 
congeries of human habitations, as so called 'primi
tives', who have not lost the habit of sharing with their 
neighbours, the work and the fruits thereof, as indivi
duals in the group, or are they to be submerged in the 
cash-nexus civilisation of cities, in slums, below the 
multi-storey skyscrapers, without a tree, or a flower 
or a space to breathe the air near them? 

In the face of the human predicament, brought by 
purblind pragmatists, the German poet Rilke cried 
out: 'Is it possible that, despite our discoveries and 



progress, we still remain on the surface of life?' 'Yes, 
it is possible' he answered himself. 

The implication is this: 'That we must make a study 
in depth of the human situation of folk, to ask what 
men and women want to be, how they wish to live, and 
breathe, and work, and have their being, before we 
build up their living space 

Maybe, we will find that there survives in all human 
groups, the herd instinct, a sense of brotherhood 
Instinctively, men and women also have faith in a 
higher power, which is often their own exalted image 
of themselves They have the appetite for fruitful 
activity in work and worship and perhaps they also 
have some sense of the quality of life, because, often, 
they have created marv.els with their hands and their 
hearts. Only the march of the machine civilisation, 
with its surface glamour has now blinded them. They 
mix up good values with the greed for dollars. Im
portant values have tended to get lost. 

The need, then is for us to evolve a design for living, 
for those for whom we wish to build habitations, 
before we actually construct 

In the present transition from agriculture with organic 
manure to mechanised tilling with fertiliser and the 
coming of vast industries even in the countryside, 
there is likely to be chaos in the minds of men, because 
they will not know what to choose, how to evaluate 
the worth of the new gadgets against the old imple
ments, which have been tried and trusted for gene
rations. 

I am not saying that die earth scratching plough is 
better than the tractor - only that the small tractor 
is better than the big tractor, and the combined 
harvester, when the holdings are small. 

I ask that we try to understand the purpose for which 
we improve tools, and not beg and borrow imple
ments for use in our lives, like the Sadhu who has 
bought 99 Rolls Royces through sheer greed to seem 
rich. 

In the chaos created by the impact of the west, before 
we became free, we were not living, but drifting, from 
day to day, as a lumpen proleteriat. Weavers perished 
when the export of Dhaka Muslin was stopped. 
Famines ravaged the sub-continent Five generations 
survived, under the permanent stress of oppression. 
We were gifted with the word liberty, but were made 
slaves. 

Emerging from that ruinous state, we have to look the 
new gift horses in the mouth and take what we really 
need. We must not be tempted by the bright colours 
of plastic goods to discard our terracotta earthen
ware, our brass and copper utensils Stainless steel yes, 
but certainly not plastic We can glaze our terracottas 
against grease. 
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The brown body in our sunsoaked tropics does not 
need a suit, boot, hat and overcoat; it needs only 
dhoti-kurta and kurta pyjama, from which the sweat 
can be washed off daily in the nearly stream after a 
bath, as do most folk The Sahibs from cold climates 
thought our people uncivilised, because the aliens 
themselves wore too many clothes against their cold 
weather. But nudity permits a relative physical free
dom, which nicker backers don't, as Clive found out 
when he took off his coat and warm stockings during 
the battle of Plassey. 

Our design for living, therefore, has to be in accord, 
with those of our good social and mental habits, 
which were established, from due consideration of 
compact with an earth. We did not fight nature to con
quer it. We accepted the earth as mother, the sky as 
father, and invoked thunder and lightning to be 
merciful. Our millions of men and women have gone 
out in the dawn to look at the first smile of the sun. 
The Chinese philosopher Mencius said. 'Those who 
follow that part of themselves which is great are great 
men; those who follow that part of themselves which 
is little are little men' 

There is, of course, no escaping the fact that men and 
women must have worldly goods. I believe that all 
genuine human needs and interests must be met but 
they should be basic needs and interests; not multi
plication of wants; just enough. Small is beautiful, 
says Schumaker, repeating Mahatma Gandhi. What 
is given and shared is holy, to nourish life, which needs 
energy, to release more energy, and more energy still, 
for energy becomes life, when inspired by the will. 

This kind of design for living is, anyhow, inevitable to 
the so-called developing societies The inflationary 
world has nothing much to spare for the third world. 
As the English phrase says, we have to 'cut our coats 
according to our cloth' This suits us, but can we make 
the effort to adjust our lives to the vision of the natural 
man? 

Shall we build our houses in villages, in full view of 
the earth we have to till, the waters which intersect our 
land, the storms that might come in terms of the 
twelve seasons of the year, and not in terms of steel 
and concrete, because these are the latest materials? 

I cannot, as an outsider, discuss here, the concrete 
realities of building and whether our villages should 
go on building houses with bamboo and thatch, or 
turn to baked brick and cement. 

Our more affluent ancestors had their houses built in 
pucca materials There is no dearth of the successors 
of those skilled craftsmen still and more artisans can 
be trained. 

Of course, the old designs have been lost in the jigsaw 
puzzle of adding shelters to cope with increase of 
numbers. The craftsmen lost vision and became 
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stereotyped when they were reduced to labour. 
Therefore, the interaction of the trained architect 
designer with the craftsman is necessary to evolve 
basic habitations. 

The layout of the village may, however, need the 
minimum requirements which the English architect, 
Jane Drew, worked out in her studies of village 
housing in the tropics. She suggests houses in shapes 
suited to landscape, wells, clean lanes, sewage, com
munity centres, school, mosque, temple, church, 
shops, market, motor park, fuel reserve, children's 
park, rubbish bins, cemetery or cremation ground 
should all be incorporated. 

These are matters for technicians in each locale, who 
know the actual conditions and available materials. I 
only urge that we see the current neglect of villages on 
our sub-continent and that we are inspired by this 
seminar, to a vision of what might be done through 
our love of people, even if they don't often want to be 
loved. To me everything is useless, unless we have this 
love I am sure that some of the people will receive it, 
if we go to them, and give it back. 

It is true, as Rilke said, that people's 'lives run on, 
unconnected with anything'. And he added: 'each 
with the other' If this is so, 'then something must be 
done'. 'The first comer.. must begin to do some of 
the neglected things .. ' 

We must struggle against our self-imposed aloneness, 
our alienation from the people, even those who are 
reduced to myopia. We have to open those eyes which 
have looked at the wonderful landscape of Bangla
desh, but have never seen its smile. 
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